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Chronic neural recordings were taken from the midbrain superior colliculus (SC) of echolocating bats while they were engaged in one of
two distinct behavioral tasks: virtual target amplitude discrimination (VTAD) and real oscillating target tracking (ROTT). In the VTAD
task, bats used a limited range of sonar call features to discriminate the amplitude category of echoes, whereas in the ROTT task, the bat
produced dynamically modulated sonar calls to track a moving target. Newly developed methods for chronic recordings in unrestrained,
behaving bats reveal two consistent bouts of SC neural activity preceding the onset of sonar vocalizations in both tasks. A short lead bout
occurs tightly coupled to vocal onset (VTAD, ⫺5.1 to ⫺2.2 ms range, ⫺3.6 ⫾ 0.7 ms mean lead time; ROTT, ⫺3.0 to ⫹ 0.4 ms range,
⫺1.2 ⫾ 1.3 ms mean lead time), and this activity may play a role in marking the time of each sonar emission. A long lead bout in SC activity
occurs earlier and spreads over a longer interval (VTAD, ⫺40.6 to ⫺8.4 ms range, ⫺22.2 ⫾ 3.9 ms mean lead time; ROTT, ⫺29.8 to ⫺7.1
ms range, ⫺17.5 ⫾ 9.1 ms mean lead time) when compared with short lead events. In the goal-directed ROTT task, the timing of long lead
event times vary with the bat’s sonar call duration. This finding, along with behavioral studies demonstrating that bats adjust sonar call
duration as they track targets at changing distance, suggests the bat SC contributes to range-dependent adjustments of sonar call
duration.
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Introduction
Echolocating bats have evolved a biological sonar system that
enables them to orient and forage in darkness. Bats emit temporally dynamic sequences of sonar vocalizations and process information carried by returning echoes to determine the position,
size, and features of objects (Griffin, 1958; Simmons, 1973; Moss
and Schnitzler, 1995). Similar to whisking in rodents or eye
movements in primates, echolocation is an adaptive behavior: the
echolocating bat rapidly modifies the duration, production rate,
and spectrum of its sonar vocalizations in response to changes in
target location (Griffin et al., 1960; Surlykke and Moss, 2000;
Smotherman et al., 2003) (see Fig. 1 A).
The midbrain superior colliculus (SC) is implicated in orienting behaviors in a variety of species. Comparative animal studies
suggest a role for the SC in shaping saccadic (Robinson, 1972;
Sparks, 2002), smooth-pursuit (Krauzlis, 2004), and vergence
(Gnadt and Beyer, 1998; Chaturvedi and Van Gisbergen, 1999)
eye movements in monkeys, control of the head, eyes, and pinna
in cat (Guitton and Munoz, 1991; Stein and Meredith, 1993), and
in orienting and evasive behaviors in rat (Dean et al., 1989).
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Other studies have identified specializations of the optic tectum
(the nonmammalian SC homolog) that support head turning in
barn owl (du Lac and Knudsen, 1990), snapping, body, and head
turning behaviors in frog (Ewert, 1997), head orienting in rattlesnakes (Hartline et al., 1978; Dacey and Ulinski, 1986), and tail,
head, and eye movements in goldfish (Herrero et al., 1998). These
diverse behaviors are mediated by several pathways from the SC
to the brainstem nuclei, which transform SC signals and projects
to motor neurons mediating orienting behaviors (Masino and
Knudsen, 1990; Moschovakis et al., 1996).
For the echolocating bat, biologically relevant SC specializations have been reported, which are proposed to play a role in
three-dimensional (3-D) auditory localization (Valentine and
Moss, 1997) and acoustic orienting (see Fig. 1 B, C) (Shimozawa
et al., 1984; Covey et al., 1987; Casseday et al., 1989). On the
motor side, microstimulation in the SC of Eptesicus fuscus can
trigger sonar call production, in addition to head and pinna
movements (Valentine et al., 2002). Similar findings have been
reported using microstimulation techniques in the SC of an old
world bat species, Rhinolophous rouxi (Schuller and RadtkeSchuller, 1990). Control experiments that involved stimulation
of the adjacent periaqueductal gray failed to elicit sonar calls but
instead evoked signals characteristic of communication calls
(Valentine et al., 2002).
Based on the widespread role of the SC in orienting and the
audiomotor specializations identified in the bat SC, we investigated the functional relationship between SC neuronal activity
and sonar vocal production in freely echolocating bats. To accomplish this, we developed chronic neuronal recording techniques for use in unrestrained and freely behaving bats (see Fig.
1 D). We focused on the relationship between the temporal pa-
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rameters of sonar calls and SC activity and specifically set out to
(1) identify whether premotor neural activity in the SC was coupled directly with sonar call production times, and (2) determine
relationships between vocal premotor activity and sonar vocal
parameters.

Materials and Methods
Animals

Adult insectivorous bats (Eptesicus fuscus) ranging from 13 to 18 g were
collected from the attics of private homes in Maryland and housed in a
bat vivarium at the University of Maryland, College Park. Bats were
housed under constant reversed 12 h light/dark conditions and given
water ad libitum. Bats were maintained at ⬃80% ad libitum body weight
and given food as a reward in behavioral experiments. The Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Maryland approved all of the procedures described here.

Free-flight behavioral experiments
We recorded the sonar vocalizations produced by freely flying and foraging bats in a large flight room. These sonar vocal patterns served as a
reference collection that we used for comparison with the sonar vocalizations produced by bats in our chronic neural recording experiments.
E. fuscus were trained to capture tethered whole mealworms (Tenebrio
molitor) in a large flight room (6.4 ⫻ 7.3 ⫻ 2.5 m) (see Fig. 2 A) lined with
Sonex acoustic foam (Acoustical Solutions, Richmond, VA). Mealworms
were suspended at a height of ⬃1.5 m above the floor by monofilament
line (0.1 mm diameter; Trilene Ultra Thin) within a 5.3 m target area in
the center of the room. A mealworm was suspended at a randomly selected location within the target area, and then the bat was released in a
random direction; the bat oriented by echolocation to find the tethered
mealworm. Free-flight experiments were conducted under open-room
conditions in which no obstacles were in the vicinity (within 1 m) of the
tethered insect prey. Once each bat achieved a consistent capture rate of
nearly 100% in open-room conditions (typically within 2 weeks of introduction to the task), audio and video recordings of its capture behavior
began. Most trials were recorded on video using two high-speed cameras
[MotionCorder (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY), 240 Hz; see below]
that permitted 3-D reconstruction of the bat’s flight path. To prevent the
bat from memorizing the target location, the mealworm was suspended
outside the calibrated video recording space 50% of the time, and data
from those trials were not analyzed.
Echolocation signals were recorded using two ultrasonic transducers
(Ultrasound Advice, London, UK) placed within the calibrated space.
Microphone signals were amplified, bandpass filtered (10 –99 kHz, 40 dB
gain) (VBF-7; Stewart), and sampled at 240 kHz/channel using a Wavebook 512 data acquisition device (IOtech, Cleveland, OH). The Wavebook was attached to a laptop computer (Inspiron 7000; Dell Computer
Company, Round Rock, TX) and recorded 8.18 s of audio (see below).
The experimenter triggered the system on each trial after the insect capture was attempted and/or accomplished. An end trigger was used to
record the behavior leading up to and just after insect capture trials and
simultaneously stopped the audio and video acquisition.
Experiments were performed using only long-wavelength lighting
[⬎650 nm; Plexiglas 2711; Reed Plastics (Beltsville, MD) and Bogen
Filter 182] to eliminate the use of vision by the bat (Hope and Bhatnagar,
1979). Video recordings were made with two, frame-synchronized, highspeed video cameras (MotionCorder; Eastman Kodak) using 640 ⫻ 240
pixel resolution, 240 Hz frame rate, and 1⁄240 s shutter speed. The video
buffer size permitted 1963 frames, allowing for 8.18 s of recorded data.
Cameras were positioned just below the ceiling, in the corners of the
flight room, and aimed toward the room center. The region of the flight
space over which camera images overlapped was calibrated with a (ninearm) calibration frame (Peak Performance Technologies, Englewood,
CO) and filmed by both cameras before each recording session. The
high-speed video cameras were used to record target position, bat flight
path, and capture behavior. The resulting images were used in calculating
the 3-D positions of the bat, target, and microphones.
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Platform behavioral experiments
Two different behavioral tasks were used to engage bats in echolocation
behavior while resting on a platform and permitting tethered chronic
neuronal recordings. In both behavioral paradigms, sonar vocalizations
were compared with sonar call parameters taken from bats engaged in
free-flight insect capture experiments. In each task, vocal and neural data
were digitally recorded simultaneously and stored to a computer hard
disk. All recording devices were synchronously triggered using a singletrigger signal initiated by the experimenter. When video recordings were
made, the trigger simultaneously controlled video acquisition.

Virtual target amplitude discrimination experiments
Past experiments have demonstrated the efficacy of virtual target simulators to engage bats in echolocation tasks as they rest on a platform. Bats
use the time delay between their sonar vocalizations and returning echoes
to determine the distance of an object (Hartridge, 1945; Simmons, 1973),
and they accept as “echoes” delayed playbacks of their sonar vocalizations, delivered through a loudspeaker. These virtual echoes are apparently perceived as targets at a distance corresponding to the playback
delay (Simmons, 1973). Such phantom targets can be electronically manipulated and exclude visual cues (Moss and Schnitzler, 1995). Given the
success of this experimental method, in our first set of chronic recording
experiments, we used a target simulator and trained bats to vocalize and
discriminate delayed playbacks of their sonar calls that varied in
amplitude.
Apparatus. Virtual target amplitude discrimination (VTAD) experiments used an apparatus that recorded, digitized, electronically delayed,
and played back to the bat sonar signals that simulated echoes from
targets. Bats were trained to rest on an elevated platform and produce
sonar vocalizations. A horizontally oriented condenser microphone (Ultrasound Advice) was positioned 105 cm in front of the bat and 1.0 cm
below the platform height to transduce the bat’s sonar vocalizations (see
Fig. 2 B, C). The bat’s echolocation sounds were hardware filtered (20 –99
kHz as a result of processing constraints), digitized, electronically delayed, attenuated, bandpass filtered (20 –99 kHz), and broadcast back to
the bat through a custom electrostatic loudspeaker, with a flat frequency
response (⫾5 dB) between 25 and 100 kHz. An ultrasonic loudspeaker
for playback was positioned in front of, and just above, the condenser
microphone to eliminate feedback. Virtual target experiments were conducted in a double-walled acoustic booth [2.5 ⫻ 2.5 ⫻ 2.5 m; Industrial
Acoustics (Bronx, NY)]. The room interior was lined with acoustic foam
to minimize sound reflection. In every experiment, low-level, longwavelength lighting (⬎650 nm) outside the spectral sensitivity range of
this bat species was used to eliminate visual cues (Hope and Bhatnagar,
1979).
The bat’s sonar calls return echoes from the microphone, speaker, and
other objects in the room that the bat must separate from the electronically delayed playback signals that simulate target echoes in behavioral
tasks. Steps were taken to position the microphone and speaker of the
target simulator, along with other objects in the room, to minimize overlap between the bat’s vocalizations, echoes from physical objects, and
phantom target echoes (delayed vocalizations). In previous experiments
using this system, bats learned to respond to electronically delayed sonar
signals as target echoes (Wadsworth and Moss, 2000; Moss and Surlykke,
2001).
Behavioral procedure. The VTAD task required the bat to produce
sonar calls while listening to attenuated, delayed sonar call playbacks.
Bats were trained in a two-alternative forced-choice task to discriminate
between two sets of virtual target echoes delivered through the centrally
placed loudspeaker. In one set of signal playbacks, the attenuation was set
to 5 dB (“loud”), and, in the alternative set of playback signals, the attenuation was set to 20 dB (“soft”). Each trial contained 20 –30 bat vocalizations and their corresponding playback echoes. At the end of each trial,
the playback channel was inactivated by the experimenter (removing the
virtual target), and bats were required to report whether the phantom
target echoes were loud by turning to the right or soft by turning to the
left. Correct responses were rewarded with food (a piece of mealworm).
Head aim was monitored during training, and trials were aborted if head
aim deviated by ⬎10° from the centrally placed speaker (see below).
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Training continued until head movements were maintained consistently
at ⬍10° from center. To attain a consistent level of performance, 1–3
weeks of training were required for each animal, with daily sessions to
maintain performance.
The amplitude of the playbacks fall in the range of behaviorally relevant echo amplitudes for bats (Moss and Schnitzler, 1995). For every
vocalization the bat produced, it received an electronically delayed signal
playback that varied between 1 and 5 ms. The electronic delay adds to the
acoustic travel time of the sonar signal from the bat to the microphone
and from the loudspeaker back to the bat (⬃6 ms), yielding a total echo
delay between 7 and 12 ms. This range of delays is also behaviorally
relevant to the echolocating bat and corresponding to target distances
between 1.2 and 2.1 m. Sonar vocalizations and virtual target echoes were
visually monitored on a digital oscilloscope during sessions. Given the
directional sensitivity of the microphones used and the threshold for
triggering of the echo playback system, head aim that deviated by more
than ⬃10° failed to trigger the playback system. The experimenter monitored the oscilloscope throughout each trial. If bats were vocalizing off
axis from the microphone, trials were aborted.
On a subset of virtual target discrimination trials, high-speed video
recordings of head and pinna movements were taken. An infraredsensitive high-speed video camera was mounted 0.5 m above the bat with
a zoom lens to record close-ups of head and pinna movements in the
horizontal plane. Video recordings were made of infrared reflective
markers positioned on the bat’s head (two markers), body (two markers), and pinna (two markers on each external ear) while the bat performed in the echo playback discrimination task. The reflective markers
were easily distinguished from background in video images. Video data
were recorded at 250 Hz (1 frame/4 ms), and the video buffer permitted
acquisition of 9 s of data that was downloaded to digital videotape for
off-line analyses. Because of the limitations of our data storage device,
video recordings were only made of a subset of trials in a session.
Behavioral analysis. All sonar vocalizations were analyzed using custom sound analysis software written in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick,
MA). The start and end frequencies, duration, bandwidth, repetition
rate, and pulse interval (PI) of the fundamental component of the bat’s
frequency-modulated (FM) sonar calls were manually marked for measurement. On trials in which video recordings were made of the head and
pinna, trial segments were identified in which all markers were clearly
visible and the bat vocalized. For these segments, all six markers were
manually digitized in a time window around (⫾80 ms) the sonar vocal
onset. Data were analyzed using custom software written using Matlab
was used. Three measures were calculated from the video marker data:
angular rotation position, angular velocity, and angular acceleration, all
relative to the body. The data were smoothed using an eight-point sliding
window average, to eliminate video marker tracking errors introduced by
the manual marking procedure. These video data segments were analyzed to determine possible temporal relationships between sonar calls
and ear or head movements. For each measure, to allow across-session
comparisons, measures derived from the video segments were normalized by calculating the statistical Z-score at each time instance in the
peri-vocal time window. Other time spans (⫾60 and ⫾100 ms) around
sonar vocal onsets were also tested but showed no qualitative difference
from the ⫾80 ms window. Trials with periods of vocal inactivity and
abortive movements were examined but excluded from summary
records.

Real oscillating target tracking experiments
The duration, repetition rate, and bandwidth of sonar vocalizations in
virtual target amplitude discrimination experiments is limited, and vocal
signals lack the temporal dynamics observed in natural field settings or in
the laboratory flight room (Surlykke and Moss, 2000). To evoke the more
dynamic and adaptive sonar call patterns characteristic of a foraging bat,
we introduced a second task with a real moving target to more thoroughly examine the relationships between sonar vocal production and
SC neural activity.
Apparatus. In the real oscillating target tracking (ROTT) paradigm,
bats were trained to rest on an elevated platform (95 cm) and use echolocation to track and capture a moving edible target (see Fig. 2 D). Meal-

worms (T. molitor), used as the edible targets, were pierced with a sewing
needle and held loosely tethered on a 0.2-mm-diameter, 5-cm-long nylon line. The nylon line was hooked at one end and attached to the sewing
needle. The needle was attached to a small-diameter (0.3 cm) 54-cm-long
steel arm, connected to a vertically hanging pendulum arm (170 cm) (see
Fig. 2 D). This arrangement ensured that the needle was held securely on
the arm, but the nylon line could easily be dislodged if the bat pulled on
the target. The target moved along an arc, and the platform position was
adjusted to ensure that the target intersected the bat’s position on the
platform. Only at this position was the bat able to capture the food
reward. Neural data were continuously recorded during the session. Vocal data were recorded in 10 s blocks around the target oscillation time,
and each block constituted a trial. Fifteen to 30 trials were run for each
recording session.
Target position relative to the bat was determined using two condenser
microphones (Ultrasound Advice). One microphone remained stationary, ⬃250 cm in front of the bat and 40 cm above the ground, referred to
as the floor microphone. The second microphone, referred to as the
pendulum microphone, was mounted on the swinging pendulum arm,
10 cm behind the target and 30 cm to the side of the target (see Fig. 2 D)
and oriented toward the platform. Both microphone signals were simultaneously recorded with a National Instruments (Austin, TX) 6110 data
acquisition card at 500 kHz/channel, using custom software written in
the C programming language.
Sonar signal analysis. Sonar vocalizations were quantified for each trial
with custom sound analysis software written in Matlab. Trials with periods of vocal inactivity and abortive movements were examined but excluded from summary records. Off-line analysis of vocalizations was
performed on the data from the stationary floor microphone. The data
were filtered (10 –100 kHz), rectified, and convolved with a square window (0.5 ms). Events that exceeded a set threshold were identified as
sonar calls. The threshold was established as 5⫻ the SD above the mean
background level during a quiet period. Threshold crossings were used to
calculate the onset and offset time, duration, repetition rate, and pulse
interval of sonar vocalizations within each trial. The recorded vocal signals from the floor microphone were analyzed to determine the start and
end frequencies of signals produced by the bat in a subset of trials.
Target position calculation. Vocal signals from the two microphone
channels were filtered (10 –100 kHz) and cross-correlated. The time lag
at the maximum peak in the cross-correlation was used to estimate the
separation distance between the two microphones. Calibration measurements were taken of the microphone and pendulum positions before and
after each recording session. These measurements were used to determine the range of angles the pendulum moved through and the distance
to the platform at each point in its swing. From this information and the
time delay between the microphones when a vocalization was recorded,
the distance between the target and bat was calculated.

Neurophysiology
Surgery. Bats were anesthetized with isoflurane gas (2–3%, 700 cc/min
O2; NLS Animal Health, Owings Mills, MD). The muscles of mastication
overlying the skull were deflected from the midline exposing the skull
surface. A stainless steel self-tapping bone screw (Fine Science Tools,
Foster City, CA), inserted rostral to the cortex over the olfactory bulb
region and was then secured for use as an animal ground. A craniotomy
was performed over one SC exposing the dura mater. The SC is on the
dorsal surface of the brain (Fig. 1C) and well identified using skull landmarks (Valentine and Moss, 1997). A custom, light-weight (⬍0.5 g),
16-channel electrode interface board (EIB) (Neuralynx, Tuscon, AZ) was
positioned over the craniotomy site. The implant was constructed of four
to nine, 30-gauge stainless steel cannula, soldered in a 3 ⫻ 3 matrix
configuration to the EIB, with the cannula tips angled (20°) toward the
central cannula. Adjacent electrodes were spaced 350 m apart at the
level of the EIB board. The EIB was a printed circuit board with no
electronics and with a 20-pin Omnetics connector (Omnetics Connector, Minneapolis, MN) for mating during experiments to an active headstage board. The cannulas served as extra-cranial guide tubes and functioned as a means of electrical contact between the electrodes and the EIB.
Generally, three to seven cannulas were loaded with 75-m-diameter
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was connected to the implanted EIB. A lightweight, 38-gauge wire tether transmitted data
from a maximum of 16 neural channels to a
Cheetah 32 Digital Interface data acquisition
system (Neuralynx). After amplification
(5000 –10,000⫻) and bandpass filtering
(0.100 – 6 kHz), neural activity was recorded
continuously, along with synchronization signals from the Neuralynx system. Electrodes
were advanced by 75–100 m between recording sessions and at least 12 h before the start of
each recording session. A new site was studied
in each recording session, lasting 30 –50 min,
during which time the bats remained connected to the recording system. Movement of
the bats was not encumbered by the head-stage
and tether assembly because they vocalized
freely and performed at ⱖ80% success rate in
echolocation tasks. After each session, data
were archived to compact disks and analyzed
off-line.
Neural data analysis. All off-line analyses
were performed using custom software written
in Matlab. The continuously recorded wideband extracellular potentials were first digitally
band-pass filtered (0.3– 6 kHz). To extract the
times of neural events, the following procedure
was followed. The power (root mean square) of
the entire filtered signal was computed in a
sliding square window (0.25 ms) for neural
event detection (Bankman et al., 1993). The
overall SD was calculated to estimate the variance of the baseline activity and to establish a
neural event detection threshold. Potential
neural events were identified in regions in
which the power of the continuously sampled
voltage records was 2 SDs greater than the
overall mean power level. From these potential
neural events, only those events that met the
following criteria were accepted: (1) the power
Figure 1. Sonar vocal behavior, audiovocal neuronal circuitry, dorsal SC position, and experimental subject. A, Time waveform remained above threshold for ⬍3.0 ms, (2) the
and selected spectrograms of a sequence of sonar vocalizations produced by a flying bat attacking a stationary insect target. Typical power remained above threshold for a miniof an insect pursuit sequence, there are dynamic changes in the sonar pulse intervals as bats approach and capture a target (top). mum of 0.5 ms, (3) neural events were sepaThe representative spectrograms demonstrate the change in bandwidth, call duration, and sweep rate during insect capture rated by a minimum of 0.5 ms, and (4) the
(bottom). Asterisks are positioned below calls for which spectrograms are shown. B, Network of input– output pathways that waveform shape corresponded to a positive
connect the SC with the sonar vocal production circuitry. Lemniscal (black arrow, top) and paralemniscal (gray arrow, at side) voltage deflection, followed by a negative voltauditory inputs are integrated in the SC, which in turn projects to the laryngeal motor neurons indirectly via a tecto-tegemento- age deflection. This subset of events was treated
bulbar pathway. C, Top view drawing of the bat brain showing the dorsomedial position and relative size of the superior colliculus as “spiking” events for additional analysis.
compared with adjacent structures. CBR, Cerebrum; CBL, cerebellum. Scale bar, 5 mm. D, Photograph of a 15 g bat with chronic There was no evidence from the extracellular
implant before recording session. The small interface board mates with a removable amplifier head-stage board.
potential waveforms that we were recording fibers of passage, and the low electrode impedances make it unlikely that fiber activity was
platinum–iridium wire recording electrodes (1.0 –3.0 M⍀; Microprobe,
dominant. The consistent pattern of neural activity, across all recording
Bethesda, MD). A single cannula was loaded with a 1.0 k⍀ platinum–
sites, also makes it unlikely that recordings were from fibers of passage.
iridium reference electrode. The EIB was positioned with a three-stage
To determine whether the pattern of neural activity before sonar vomicromanipulator over the craniotomy site, and the exposed dura was
calizations substantially differed from the background event rate, we
covered with biomedical grade SILASTIC (Dow Corning, Corning, NY).
used the following method. First, a background neural event rate was
This prevented cynoacrylate, used to secure the implant, from contacting
established from a 1-s-long, nonvocalizing period, preceding the start of
the brain. The EIB was attached to the skull with medical-grade cynoaca session and the start of randomly selected behavioral trials. Second,
rylate (Loctite 4113; Loctite, Hartford, CT). A fine insulated, 32-gauge
neural and vocal data were aligned, referenced to a common sync signal.
wire attached to the bone screw was then secured to the implant and
Third, time windows around each sonar vocal onset time in a trial were
served as animal ground. The inferior colliculus (IC) in this bat species is
identified in the neural data, segmented out, and aligned using vocal
located immediately caudal to the SC on the dorsal surface (Fig. 1C). In
onset time. Raster plots and perimotor time histograms (PMTHs) were
cases in which IC neural recordings were made, the craniotomy was
constructed from this vocal onset aligned neural data. For VTAD expercentered ⬃500 m lateral to and 500 m posterior to the caudal SC, and
imental trials, pulse intervals were large (⬎80 ms). Therefore, a time
the same procedure as described for SC recordings was performed.
window extending 60 ms before to 10 ms after sonar vocal onset was
Neural data collection. Bats were allowed to recover for several days
used. A similar time window was used for ROTT trials. However, ROTT
after surgery before being returned to the behavioral apparatus for extrials (and some VTAD trials) included calls with shorter pulse intervals
perimental testing and neural recording. On recording days, a head-stage
board (20 ⫻ 10 mm; ⬍1 g) (HS-16M; Neuralynx) with unity-gain buffers
(⬍80 ms). Consequently, for calls with shorter pulse intervals, a time
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window the length of the pulse interval was used in analyses. Time windows for consecutive calls were never overlapping. PMTHs were constructed with 1 and 2 ms bin widths. No difference in the PMTH pattern
was observed using different time bins, so 2 ms bins were subsequently
used. Bins were identified in which the number of neural events exceeded
an event threshold. This threshold was set at a level of 2 SD above the
mean background event rate. Other event threshold levels were tested (1
and 3 SD) but produced little change in the calculated occurrence of
neural events. Events in bins that exceeded this event threshold were used
for subsequent analyses. Neural events were distributed bimodally in
rasters and PMTHs (see Fig. 6 A, bottom). The mode with longer lead
times comprises long lead events (LLEs) and is referred to as the LLE
bout. The mode with shorter lead times comprises short lead events
(SLEs) and is referred to as the SLE bout. The following measures were
used to quantify LLEs and SLEs: the across-trial mean time of LLE or SLE,
the mean time of LLE before each sonar call, 具LLE典TIME, the SD (⫾1) of
LLE preceding each call, 具LLE典SPREAD, and the firing rate of LLE preceding each sonar call, 具LLE典FR. For 具LLE典FR calculations, events in overthreshold bins, within the time interval of the LLE bout, were used for the
calculation.
Histology. Bats were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital
(0.04 ml/bat, i.p.). Intracardial perfusion with saline was followed by a
4% buffered paraformaldehyde fixative, and the brain tissue was removed from the skull and blocked. The brains were subsequently stored
in sodium PBS (0.1 M), pH 7.2, with 30% sucrose overnight, sectioned at
40 m on a sliding freezing microtome, mounted and Nissl stained.
Electrode tracts were reconstructed based on this material.
EMG recordings. Teflon-coated silver wires (0.12 mm diameter; Medwire, New York, NY) were threaded through 30-gauge hypodermic needles, with the ends fashioned into hooks, which protruded from the sharp
ends of the needles. Pairs of wires were inserted close together into the
muscles of mastication. The wires were placed so that they were close to
the SC and above the midsagittal sinus. The wires were secured in place
using tissue adhesive, and the protruding exposed ends of the wires were
soldered to gold pins. When recording EMG activity, the gold pins were
connected to a DAM 80 amplifier (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL), filtered (1–3000 Hz), and amplified (5000⫻), and the data were
recorded to computer via a National Instruments PCI6110 data acquisition card for later analysis. Vocal signals were recorded using an Ultrasound Advice condenser microphone, filtered (10 –99 kHz), amplified
(2–5⫻), and simultaneously recorded with the EMG data on a separate
channel of the National Instruments card. The data acquisition card
sampled each channel at 300 kHz. Vocalizations were analyzed as described for platform experiments. EMG data were analyzed in the same
manner as SC neural data.

Results
Sonar vocal behavior
We recorded sonar vocal sequences produced by echolocating
bats during free-flight insect capture trials in a large laboratory
flight room. These sequences served as the reference dataset for
sonar calls produced in the chronic neural recording behavioral
trials and were used to determine whether our platform behavioral experiments evoked naturalistic sonar production patterns.
Insectivorous bats of the species Eptesicus fuscus produce FM
sonar vocalizations with dynamic signal features that depend on
target location in azimuth, elevation, and distance. In field recordings, both call duration and PI (time between onsets of consecutive calls) vary with target position. These characteristic
changes are commonly used to divide insect pursuit into different
stages, search, approach, and attack (Griffin, 1958; Simmons and
Kick, 1984; Surlykke and Moss, 2000) (Table 1), and are observed
in our flight room trials. When free-flying bats attack stationary
tethered mealworms in the flight room (6.4 ⫻ 7.3 ⫻ 2.5 m) (Fig.
2 A), the variation in sonar features is strongly related to target
distance (Fig. 3A, left column, 14 separate free-flight attack sequence trials recorded from four different bats). The flight path

Table 1. Foraging bats adjust the features of sonar vocalizations as they search for,
approach, and intercept a target
Insect pursuit phase

Sonar call rate (Hz)

Sonar call duration (ms)

Search
Approach
Terminal buzz

5–10
20 – 80
0.5–1.0

15–20
2–5
150 –200

The characteristics of their sonar vocalizations have been used to divide this bat’s insect pursuit vocal sequence into
three different phases (Griffin et al., 1960).

and sonar call features used by the bat are representative of the
bat’s natural insect capture behavior. The flight room primarily restricts the range of vocalization features produced by the bat, mostly
by constraining the duration of search calls to 5– 6 ms, because bats
avoid overlap between its sonar cries and returning echoes from the
floor, ceiling, and walls. The plot shows a monotonic decrease in
sonar call duration with target distance. Generally, bats in the laboratory flight room do not fly directly toward insect prey but instead
display a curved intercept flight path. This curved flight path may
account for the scatter observed in the relationship between call duration and target distance. For the largest PIs (⬎100 ms), associated
with the search phase, there is only a weak relationship between call
intervals and target distance. The approach phase is marked by a
consistent decrease in call duration (8 down to 2 ms) and PI (100 –20
ms) with decreasing target distance. The attack phase begins when
the bat is ⬍1 m from its prey and is characterized by the shortest
sonar calls (⬍1 ms) and short PIs (⬍10 ms). Overall, sonar call
duration decreased linearly and the PI decreased in a piecewise exponential manner, when the bats approached a stationary target in
free flight.
In contrast to the dynamic pattern of echolocation calls produced
by the bat when it engages in free-flight insect capture, the range of
the sonar vocalization parameters produced by the bat was more
restricted in the virtual target discrimination condition (Fig. 3B).
The data come from two animals, recorded over 30 trials, with trial
lengths varying from 6 to 20 s. The sonar call durations recorded
from animals engaged in the virtual target discrimination condition
did not change over trial time and were limited primarily to 3– 4 ms
(Fig. 3B, top); thus, animals performing in this task do not produce
very short or long duration calls, nor do they modulate the signal
repetition rate with changing playback parameters (Fig. 3B, bottom). The PIs in this virtual target discrimination experiment were
an order of magnitude greater than in free-flight trials. No discernable patterns of variation in the sonar call duration and PI were
observed during virtual target discrimination trials, and no overall
pattern was observed across trials.
The vocal behavior of the bat engaged in the ROTT experiments (Fig. 3C) showed important similarities and differences
from those observed in the free-flight insect capture trials. Similar
to the free-flight case, the bat’s sonar call duration in the oscillating target experiment decreased steadily with target distance, and
it spanned similar call durations over the range of target distances
studied (0.0 –1.6 m). In contrast to the free-flight case, the rate of
change of the bat’s call duration with target distance was smaller
(Fig. 3C, top). The relationship between sonar call PIs and target
distance in the ROTT experiments was exponential, similar to the
free-flight case, across a wide range of target distances investigated (Fig. 3C, bottom), but the PIs produced by the bat spanned
a 5⫻ larger range of values in the oscillating target task compared
with those recorded in the free-flight experiments. The extended
interval of short PIs produced by bats at short target distances in
the free-flight case was not evident in the oscillating target trials,
except at the very shortest distances (⬍0.2 m), although the bat
used a similar range of short PIs.
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bats in VTAD experiments were trained to
spontaneously vocalize. For each sonar
vocalization produced, they were presented with an attenuated, delayed playback of that sonar call (see Materials and
Methods). Bats emitted species-specific
downward-sweeping, multi-harmonic,
short-duration (2– 4 ms) sonar vocalizations when performing this echo amplitude discrimination task (for sample sonar vocalization, see Fig. 5A). Neural
activity recorded in the SC during this task
was characterized by a low mean baseline
event rate (20 ⫾ 17 events/s; n ⫽ 10 sites,
2 bats). In addition, preceding the onset of
sonar vocalizations, a regular increase in
neural activity was observed (Fig. 5B). An
exemplar extracellular voltage trace for a
5-s-long segment (Fig. 5B) shows peaks in
premotor activity coinciding with sonar
call onsets (red, vertical ticks). This temporal coincidence is more evident in Figure 5C, which shows a rectified, smoothed
(eighth-order
Butterworth filter), and
Figure 2. Experimental design for the flight room experiments and the two different behavioral paradigms used for chronic
recordings. A, Top view of the flight room, showing position of high-speed cameras (240 frames/s). Bats are permitted to fly within low-pass filtered (⬍100 Hz) version of the
the entire room, but the edible target is only hung within the target area. B, During virtual target amplitude discrimination trial data from Figure 5B and demonstrates the
sonar calls produced by a bat are acquired, modified to simulate sonar echoes, and played back to the bat. Playback echoes are close temporal correspondence between
either from a loud intensity group (I) or a soft intensity group (II). The delays of the playback echoes are randomly chosen during the the SC neural activity and the sonar vocal
trial from a limited range of values (7–12 ms). C, Schematic of the virtual target amplitude discrimination setup. Bats rest on a onsets.
behavioral platform and produce sonar vocalizations directed toward an ultrasonic microphone. The signals are modified by a
A representative raster plot and PMTH
computer and played back to the bat via a speaker positioned above and behind the microphone. D, Schematic of the real from a single virtual target amplitude disoscillating target tracking setup. Bats are trained to rest on a platform and use echolocation to track and capture a moving target.
crimination trial is shown in Figure 6 A.
The target, positioned on a horizontal arm connected to a single pivot point vertical pendulum, swings in a single plane intersecting
The plots were constructed by aligning the
the bat’s position.
neural events around each sonar vocalization relative to sonar call onsets (t ⫽ 0 s).
Each line in the raster plot displays neural
Representative data from one oscillating target trial (Fig. 4 A)
activity
surrounding
one
of the consecutive sonar calls during the
shows changes in the bat’s call duration as a function of target
trial. The premotor activity was characterized by two brief bouts
distance over the course of a single trial and demonstrates the
of increased activity that were comprised of LLEs and SLEs, sepchanges in vocal call duration and PI used when the bat tracked
arated by a brief return to near baseline event rates. The sequence
the moving target. In the beginning of the trial, the target was held
of sonar calls (n ⫽ 68 calls) produced during this 12-s-long trial
at the start position and the bat consistently used longer duration
had large PIs (⬎ 60 ms) and durations spanning ⬃2– 4 ms (Fig.
calls. When the target was released, the bat steadily decreased the
6 B). The bimodal distribution in event lead times prompted us to
duration of the sonar cries it produced, called only a few times
evaluate the two groups of neural events separately. The plots in
when the target receded, and again used a sequence of decreasing
Figure 6 A illustrate the increase in event rate preceding call oncall durations during the second approach. This variation in call
sets, the distinct reduction in event rate between LLEs and SLEs,
duration is exponentially related to changes in PI (Fig. 4 B), eviand the return to baseline event rates before or shortly after call
dent in the log-linear plot, and both parameters covary with taronset, which is evident at all of our recording sites (n ⫽ 44). Relative
get distance. Thus, the dynamic target-oriented vocal behavior
to
the SLEs, the LLEs occur over a larger range of lead times (⫺40.6
observed during the oscillating target paradigm resembled the
to ⫺8.4 ms; 10th to 90th percentile) and have a mean lead time
vocal behavior observed during free-flight insect capture.
across all trials of ⫺22.2 ⫾ 3.9 ms (mean ⫾ SD; n ⫽ 10 sites, 2277
In contrast, the bat’s vocal behavior during the virtual target
calls,
2 bats). The SLEs, in contrast, had a smaller range of lead times
discrimination paradigm does not show the dynamic variation in
(⫺5.1
to ⫺2.2 ms; 10th to 90th percentile) and an across-trial mean
call parameters as seen in the free-flight case. Instead, the bat’s
lead time of ⫺3.6 ⫾ 0.7 ms that was tightly coupled (small SD) to the
call parameters were more similar to those produced by the bat
call onsets (n ⫽ 10 sites, 2277 calls, 2 bats). Based on our threshold
when it was at greater distances relative to the target, and it may
criterion, these events occurred consistently (⬎90%) before sonar
have been still searching for the target. Note that the range of echo
vocalizations (Table 2).
delays in the virtual target discrimination experiment was 6 –12
To investigate whether a relationship between LLEs and sonar
ms, corresponding to target distances of ⬃1.1–2.1 m.
vocal parameters was present, three measures were used to quantitatively characterize the LLE premotor activity per call: the
Premotor activity in the superior colliculus
mean time of LLEs (具LLE典TIME), the ⫾1 SD of LLE times
Virtual target amplitude discrimination
In our first set of chronic recording experiments, we wanted bats
(具LLE典SPREAD), and the LLE firing rate (具LLE典FR) (see Materials
to freely and consistently produce sonar vocalizations. Therefore,
and Methods). Additionally, to assess whether a relationship exists
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between these measures and sonar call temporal features, simple one-parameter linear
regression analyses were conducted between
each of the three measures of LLE activity
and the corresponding call durations (n ⫽
1026 calls, from 14 VTAD trials) (Fig. 6C,D).
In relation to call duration, both 具LLE典TIME
and spread in LLE time had linear regression
slopes significantly different from zero
(具LLE典TIME, F(1,1026) ⫽ 18.0, p ⬍ 0.001;
具LLE典SPREAD, F(1,1026) ⫽ 19.5, p ⬍ 0.001; F
score and significance level); however, they
accounted for little of the overall variance
(r ⫽ 0.014 for 具LLE典TIME; r ⫽ 0.013 for
具LLE典SPREAD). 具LLE典FR had a nonsignificant
slope in relation to call duration. 具LLE典TIME,
具LLE典SPREAD, and 具LLE典FR showed no significant relationship to PI.

Figure 3. The temporal characteristics of sonar vocal sequences in different behavioral tasks. The sonar call duration (top row)
and pulse interval (bottom row) are shown as a function of target distance or trial time. A, Data from two free-flying bats attacking
a stationary edible target. Sonar call duration and pulse interval show distinctive changes as a function of target distance. B, During
a virtual target amplitude discrimination experiment, call duration and pulse interval are large compared with the other tasks and
vary in a nonpatterned manner over the course of each trial. C, In real oscillating target tracking trials, bats remain stationary and
a target oscillates toward and away from the bat. Sonar call duration and pulse interval vary closely with target distance. Data in
A–C comprise sonar calls, from all trials, during one session. The total number of call parameters plotted for each behavioral task
is shown in the top row.

Real oscillating target tracking
Bats trained in the ROTT paradigm produced sonar calls and pursuit and capture
sequences similar to those recorded from
bats engaged in free flight (Figs. 3C, 4 A).
This permitted the investigation of
changes in premotor activity from the SC
of a chronically implanted tethered bat producing echolocation
calls characteristic of a free-flying foraging bat. A representative
example of the premotor activity pattern during a single ROTT
trial is shown in Figure 7. As in the VTAD experiments, we observed distinct LLE and SLE activity relative to sonar call onsets
(t ⫽ 0 ms) and the return to baseline levels after call onset (Fig.
7A).
Neuronal activity during ROTT trials was characterized by a
low mean baseline event rate (23 ⫾ 16 events/s; n ⫽ 35 sites, 3
bats), similar to that observed in echo playback trials. LLEs occurred over a range of lead times (⫺29.8 to ⫺7.1 ms; 10th to 90th
percentile) and had an across-trial mean lead time of ⫺17.5 ⫾ 9.1
ms (mean ⫾ SD; n ⫽ 35 sites, 15724 calls, 3 bats). For ROTT
trials, the SLEs had lead times that spanned (⫺3.0 to ⫹0.4 ms;
10th to 90th percentile), had an across-trial mean lead time of
⫺1.2 ⫾ 1.3 ms, and, as in VTAD trials, had consistently short lead
times relative to call onsets (n ⫽ 35 sites, 15724 calls, 3 bats). The
LLEs and SLEs occur consistently before sonar vocal onsets but
with a lower incidence than in VTAD trials (Table 2). This may be
attributable to the bat’s much higher vocal production rates in
the ROTT task.
In contrast to the consistently long pulse intervals (⬎60 ms)
observed during virtual target amplitude discrimination experiments, bats regularly produced shorter PIs during real oscillating
target tracking trials. This raised the possibility of incorrectly
interpreting neural events as premotor activity instead of as potential auditory-related activity. This possibility, however, was
excluded on additional evaluation. All trials from a session were
segmented according to five PI groups (⬎50, 25–50, 16.7–25,
12.5–16.7, 10 –12.5, and 8 –10 ms). For each call, an associated
target distance was measured, which allowed the calculation of
echo arrival time. Within each PI group, neural events were
aligned to echo arrival time, and raster plots and PMTHs were
constructed. A range of auditory response latencies were assumed
based on latencies in neurophysiological experiments (4 –20 ms)
(Valentine and Moss, 1997), and neural event tuning within this
range was measured. No echo-evoked activity was identified un-

Figure 4. Variation in sonar call durations with target distance and pulse interval in a real
oscillating target tracking trial. A, The close coupling between sonar call duration and target
distance is highlighted in an oscillating target trial. Target distance (gray diamonds) and call
durations (black circles) are shown as a function of trial time (0 –12 s). B, Sonar call duration
versus pulse interval for all 1392 calls in Figure 3C. Pulse interval varies over a wide range during
both real oscillating target tracking and free-flight trial conditions. The exponential relationship
between call duration and PI is made clear in this semi-log plot.

der these conditions, only premotor activity associated with sonar call onsets.
An interesting feature evident in ROTT raster plots is the noticeable decrease in the LLEs time over the course of the trial (Fig.
7A). When evaluated with respect to target distance, the decreasing LLE times occurred when the oscillating target was swinging
toward the bat, i.e., approaching the bat. Based on this observation, the 具LLE典TIME from all trials at this recording site were calculated and plotted against their corresponding call duration
(n ⫽ 1231 calls, 31 trials) (Fig. 7C). A clear trend was observed in
which larger 具LLE典TIME corresponded with longer call duration,
and shorter 具LLE典TIME corresponded with shorter call durations.
A linear regression fit of these data accounted for a large fraction
of the variance (r ⫽ 0.73) and showed a significant relationship
between 具LLE典TIME and call duration (F(1,1231) ⫽ 1425; p ⬍
0.001). To address the possibility that LLE times were associated
with the call duration of a sonar pulse later in the vocal sequence,
a linear regression analysis was performed by calculating the
具LLE典TIME with respect to calls n calls forward in the sonar pulse
sequence (n ⫽ 1, 3, 5). Using a linear regression analysis the
regression coefficients steadily diminished (r ⫽ 0.57, 0.30, and
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Figure 5. Premotor neural activity in the SC associated with sonar call production. A, Time
waveform and spectrogram of a single 3.8-ms-duration sonar vocalization produced during
virtual target amplitude discrimination experiment. B, Neural activity recorded simultaneously
with sonar vocalizations in the SC. Bouts of neural activity in the superior colliculus consistently
precede the onset of sonar vocalizations. Red ticks above neural activity in B and C are identically
placed and correspond with the onset time of sonar vocalizations. C, Rectified waveform of the
neural activity in B, low-pass filtered (⬍100 Hz) with an eighth-order Butterworth filter.

0.10 for 1, 3, and 5 calls forward in the vocal sequence, respectively) (Fig. 7D; same site shown in Fig. 7A–C). Similar results
were obtained for each of the other 34 recording sites.
The relationship between 具LLE典TIME and upcoming sonar call
duration was examined across all ROTT sites (n ⫽ 35). A linear
regression analysis, performed for each site using 具LLE典TIME as
the single predictor, showed that regression coefficients were
⬎0.60 at most sites (23 of 35) (Fig. 8 A). In addition, to verify that
regression slopes were nonzero, a bootstrap procedure was used.
For each site, 100 datasets were derived by randomly drawing
(with replacement) neural event times and corresponding call
durations. For each bootstrap dataset, a regression analysis was
performed to determine a slope. The mean slope was then calculated for the 100 datasets, and confidence intervals were determined. In all but two cases, the bootstrap-derived mean slopes
were negative, and the 95% confidence intervals did not include
0. For these 33 sites, the slopes of the linear fits (Fig. 8 B) were in
the range of (⫺0.03 to ⫺0.15), with a mean ⫾ SD of ⫺0.084 ⫾
0.033. Therefore, a 1 ms increase in call duration corresponded to
an ⬃12 ms increase in 具LLE典TIME. An analysis using linear regression of 具LLE典TIME against PI accounted for ⬍0.2 of the variance
across all sites.
具LLE典FR and 具LLE典SPREAD were also investigated in ROTT trials and related to sonar call duration. Regression analyses revealed that both of these parameters individually accounted for
only a small amount of the overall variance. Combined with the
具LLE典TIME, these three predictors marginally increased (2–15%)
the overall variance accounted for, by as much as 0.14, at 19 of 35
sites when a multiple linear regression analysis was performed.
The three-predictor versus single-predictor (具LLE典TIME) r values
are shown plotted in Figure 8C. Single predictor linear regression
analyses of 具LLE典FR and 具LLE典SPREAD against PI produced nonsignificant results.
Sonar call duration versus the SLE activity (Fig. 9) was exam-
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Figure 6. Sonar-related premotor activity is consistently observed in all recordings from SC.
A, Raster of events (top) preceding the onset of sonar vocalizations during one trial (bat VTAD1).
Ordinate represents consecutive sonar calls from first to last in the trial. Call onset is at t ⫽ 0 ms,
and the raster extends from 60 ms before to 10 ms after sonar vocal onset. During this trial, 74
sonar calls were produced, and both long and short lead events were evident. A PMTH (bottom)
representation of neural events. The dashed line shows the baseline activity level, and the solid
line represents the criterion threshold (2 SD above mean baseline rate) used for determining
change from baseline activity. A clear reduction in firing rate is observed between the long lead
and short lead events and after call onset. B, The PI and sonar call duration of vocalizations
produced during the trial shown in A. PI is generally long, ⬎75 ms, in virtual target amplitude
discrimination trials. C, Linear regression using the per call mean LLE time (具LLE典TIME) as the
single predictor for sonar call duration. The sonar calls (n ⫽ 1026 calls) come from one session
(including the trial in A) and show only a marginal increase in 具LLE典TIME with increasing call
duration. D, Linear regression using the 具LLE典SPREAD (see Materials and Methods) for each call in
one session as the single predictor of call duration. 具LLE典SPREAD shows a slight positive increase
with call duration.
Table 2. Occurrence of neural events before sonar calls for VTAD and ROTT
paradigms
Behavior

Events

Occurrence

SE

Virtual target amplitude discrimination

All events
LLE
SLE
All events
LLE
SLE

0.98
0.98
0.82
0.93
0.68
0.67

0.01
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.02
0.02

Real oscillating target tracking

ined in an 8 ms window (⫺6.0 to ⫹2.0 ms) around each call onset
(t ⫽ 0 ms) and showed no trend. This time window, across all
sites, spans the above-baseline activity immediately preceding
sonar call onsets. The data are taken from three different sites in
three different bats, with the n values in the panels representing
the number of calls that contributed to each figure (n ⫽ 1117,
2260, and 2268 calls). The three panels show the range of deviation we observed in our SLE data, with events occurring in a
relatively small window of time before sonar onset and with fairly
high precision. No obvious relationship was observed between
short lead premotor activity patterns and sonar call duration or
PI. Short lead events did not show any statistically significant
relationship with call duration or PI when a linear regression
analysis was performed, even when different event threshold levels (see Materials and Methods) were used for detecting event
rates greater than the background activity rate.
The neural recordings described here were made from 35 separate penetrations, at more than seven different depths in the
intermediate and deep layers of the SC. We did not identify any
relationships between the histologically reconstructed recording
sites, in either depth or along the mediolateral or rostrocaudal
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dimensions, and the pattern of premotor
neural activity. The question of site specificity of the vocal premotor pattern of activity can be more thoroughly addressed
with future experiments.
Controls
Four control experiments were conducted
to determine whether the observed premotor activity in the SC was related to
non-sonar vocalizations (i.e., communication calls), potentially to other orienting
movements, or to artifacts. Data from all
of the control experiments are shown in
Figure 10.
First, to account for the possibility that
neural activity recorded in the SC was related to all types of vocalizations (sonar
and non-sonar) we made recordings while
bats produced non-sonar vocalizations
(Fig. 10 A) (n ⫽ 6 sites total recorded).
Spectrograms of the type of non-sonar
calls observed here have been published in
other studies (Moss, 1998; Valentine et al.,
2002), but their functional role remains to
be established. Raster plots (Fig. 10A, top
left) and their corresponding PMTHs
(Fig. 10 A, bottom left) aligned to vocal
onsets (t ⫽ 0 ms; spanning from 60 ms
before until 10 ms after call onset) showed
no distinct LLE or SLE pattern of activity.
The PIs of these non-sonar vocalizations
(Fig. 10 A, top right) encompassed a similar range of PIs to the sonar vocalizations
(Figs. 3B, 6 B). However, these non-sonar
calls had much lower start and end frequencies (within the human audible
range) and a more variable range of call
durations (Fig. 10 A, bottom right). During these trials, when bats produced sonar
vocalizations, premotor activity with Figure 7. Premotor neuronal activity recorded in the SC during a single oscillating target trial. A, Raster and perimotor time
LLEs and SLEs were consistently observed histogram show a pattern of premotor activity similar to that observed in virtual target amplitude discrimination recordings. LLEs
at these same sites.
and SLEs precede sonar vocalizations with a reduction toward baseline activity rates between the two event groups. Data are
Next, to account for the possibility that aligned to sonar call onset (lead time of t ⫽ 0 ms). LLEs in the raster show a tendency toward shorter lead times during the trial and
LLE and SLE activity could also be related correspond to times when the target is approaching the bat. B, PI (gray, filled), start (black, filled), and end (black, open) frequency,
to other orienting movements, high- call duration (black, open), and target distance (black, filled) of sonar vocalizations produced during trial shown in A. The oscillating
speed video recordings (250 frames/s) target approaches and recedes from the bat twice in this trial. Each sonar call parameter is modulated as a function of the target
were made of bats on the platform while distance. Sonar call duration and pulse interval are clearly decreased whenever the target approaches. C, Linear regression using
they engaged in the echo playback experi- the per call mean LLE time (具LLE典TIME) as the single predictor of sonar call duration for all sonar calls in one recording session (n ⫽
738 calls). The data show an increase in 具LLE典TIME for increasing sonar call durations (r ⫽ 0.73). D, Reduction in the correlation
ment. Infrared markers on the pinna, head, between sonar call duration and 具LLE典 when
具LLE典 is not associated with the call it precedes. Each panel shows the sonar
and body were tracked for a subset of trial call duration versus the 具LLE典 usingTIMEthe data fromTIME
C. Except for the top left, the other panels show the data with 具LLE典TIME
TIME
segments (n ⫽ 20 trials segments, 50 sonar associated with the sonar call duration one, three, and five calls ahead in the vocal sequence. r values are regression coefficients.
calls, 3 bats). Three measures were calculated for each trial segment: angle of the
across-trial mean LLE time (⫺17.5 ⫾ 9.1 ms) for ROTT trials (Fig.
head with respect to the body (; 0° is head– body aligned), its first
10B, gray bar centered on mean, with bar width representing ⫾1
derivative (angular velocity), and its second derivative (angular acSD). The other two measures show the expected derivative response
celeration). Eighty-millisecond-long segments of data around each
profile. At a variable time after the sonar vocal onset, the amount of
sonar call onset (⫾40 ms) were analyzed for each measure. Plots of
head movement increased once again. The spatial resolution of the
these three measures did not show any consistent pattern relative to
video marker tracking procedure prevented identification of pinna
the time of sonar vocal onset. To quantitatively compare  across
movements smaller than ⬃1 mm. Although these small-amplitude
trials, we normalized each trial segment by calculating a standard
pinna movements could have been produced, our current system
score and the Z-score and then analyzed the data. We observed a
cannot reliably measure them.
reduction in the variance of  before the previously calculated
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Figure 8. Linear regression analyses using per call mean LLE time (具LLE典TIME ) to predict call duration. Linear regression analyses
were performed for all sites (n ⫽ 35) for which sonar call duration and mean LLE time were well approximated by linear relationship. A, Histogram of the r statistic calculated from the linear regression analyses. At each recording site, the 具LLE典TIME was the
single predictor to estimate sonar call duration. At 23 of 35 sites, regression coefficients are ⬎0.60. B, Linear regression line fits
from the 35 sites, in the superior colliculus of three bats. The mean slope for all slopes significantly greater than zero (black lines)
is ⫺0.084 ⫾ 0.033. C, r statistics from linear regressions using per call event rate, per call spread, and 具LLE典TIME as predictors of
sonar call duration plotted against a single-predictor (具LLE典TIME) r statistic values. A modest increase in the magnitude of the
regression coefficients is observed at the majority of sites, as demonstrated by points lying above the unity line.

ted vocalizations in control experiments
were comparable with those produced by
the bat during the SC recordings (Figs.
6 B,7B).
Fourth, we made EMG recordings
from the muscles of mastication that lie
on the dorsal surface of the head, adjacent
to the chronic implant. These muscle
groups flex when the animal moves its
jaw, as during chewing or vocalizing, and
the muscle EMG activity may contaminate the SC recordings. Vocal and neural
recordings were made from two bats
trained to spontaneously produce sonar
vocalizations for variable periods of time
(5–20 s) while resting on a platform. The
peri-vocal rasters and PMTHs (Fig. 10D)
show EMG activity in a 120 ms window
around (100 ms before until 20 ms after)
sonar call onsets (n ⫽ 100 sonar vocalizations). In contrast to the neural recordings
in Figures 6 and 7, we observed no pattern of
activity that was similar to the LLEs and
SLEs observed in SC recordings. The event
rate remained essentially constant (⬃50
events/s) and did not change in pattern before or after call onsets (t ⫽ 0 s).

Discussion

Figure 9. Short lead events are time locked well to sonar vocal onsets. Data in A–C are from three different randomly selected
sites in three different bats and comprise all of the SLE data from single sessions. The short lead event data were collected while bats
used echolocation to track a real oscillating target swinging toward and away from the bat. Top panels are sonar call duration
versus short lead event times showing the uniform occurrence of event times with sonar call duration. Bottom row show histograms of the number of events at each time showing the precision of short lead events. Time bins are 0.25 ms. Values shown in
bottom row represent the number of sonar calls used to construct each plot. Dots at the top of the ordinate, in the bottom row, draw
attention to the different range of counts.

Third, given the small physical size of the SC, we examined the
possibility that pre-vocal motor neural activity observed in the SC
was generated in a separate structure but still observable in our
SC recordings. Therefore, neural activity was recorded from the
immediately adjacent and caudally situated IC while bats spontaneously produced sonar vocalizations. Neural recordings in the
IC, using similar techniques to those described for SC recordings,
revealed no LLE or SLE pre-vocal activity (Fig. 10C) (n ⫽ 89
sonar calls, single IC site). This was the case for all of our IC
recording sites (n ⫽ 5). The rasters (Fig. 10C, top left) and
PMTHs (Fig. 10C, bottom left) are aligned to sonar call onset (t ⫽
0 ms), show no evidence of LLEs or SLEs, and have little overall
activity before call onsets. Representative sonar call parameters
produced during these trials (Fig. 10C, right column) show that
the pulse interval, start and end frequency, and duration of emit-

This study provides the first detailed report
of vocal premotor activity in the superior
colliculus of echolocating bats, animals that
rely on acoustic orientation by sonar. Control studies exclude motor artifacts and
demonstrate that neural activity in the bat
SC precedes the production of sonar vocalizations and not communication calls. Furthermore, these findings are the first to
demonstrate a relationship between the
timing of premotor activity in the bat SC
and the duration of an upcoming sonar cry.

Superior colliculus activity related to
sonar vocalizations
Premotor activity in bat SC is consistently
characterized by a temporally broad set of
LLEs. In the goal-directed target tracking
task, the 具LLE典TIME varies with sonar call duration, suggesting that SC premotor activity
may serve to shape sonar vocal parameters for distance-dependent
acoustic orienting. Adjustment of call duration with target distance
has parallels with the control of depth of focus in primates and felines, which take place through vergence eye movements, accommodation, and pupillary constriction (Miles, 1985). Recent experiments
suggest that the rostral pole of the SC in macaques plays a role in the
control of vergence eye movements (Gnadt and Beyer, 1998;
Chaturvedi and Van Gisbergen, 1999, 2000). Similar experiments
conducted in cat also suggest a role for the rostral SC in accommodation and vergence eye movements (Suzuki et al., 2004). Therefore,
call duration-dependent timing of LLE activity in bat SC might play
a role in directing the distance-dependent changes in sonar cries that
occur in foraging bats as they approach and attack insect prey (Surlykke and Moss, 2000).
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Interestingly, no consistent relationship appeared between 具LLE典TIME and sonar call duration when bats were engaged
in the virtual target amplitude discrimination task. We propose two explanations
for why this pattern emerged only in the
real oscillating target tracking task: (1) the
target tracking task evoked a greater range
of sonar cry durations in response to a
greater range of target distances, thereby
revealing the correlation, and/or (2) the
tracking task directly engaged the bat in
goal-directed behavior, which is required
to shift 具LLE典TIME with call duration.
The precise premotor SLEs precede sonar vocalizations ⬃3 ms before vocal onset and with high temporal precision (SD
⬍1.5 ms) (Figs. 6 A, 7A). No consistent
changes in the timing or event rate were
observed for the SLE relative to sonar vocal duration or PI. SLE is too short to directly influence the upcoming sonar vocalization based on the number of
estimated synapses between the SC and
the laryngeal motor neurons (see below),
but this premotor activity may serve other
functions. For example, the SLEs may
mark the timing of an impending sonar
vocalization. This is important in echolocation behavior, which requires precise Figure 10. Control experiments conducted to verify relationship between SC premotor neural activity and sonar vocalizations.
registration of call production time to ac- A, Neural recordings were recorded simultaneously with non-sonar calls produced spontaneously by bats. Left, A raster plot and
curately estimate echo delay, the bat’s cue corresponding PMTHs do not show long lead events or short lead events when bats produce non-sonar calls. The raster and PMTHs
show SC neural activity aligned with vocal onset (t ⫽ 0 ms) for n ⫽ 79 non-sonar calls from a single site. Right, Pulse interval,
for target distance (Simmons, 1973).
bandwidth, and call duration of non-sonar calls. B, Head movements were tracked during the production of sonar vocalizations.
There are two potential mechanisms The movement trajectories were normalized, to facilitate cross trial comparisons, using a z-score function. A reduction in the
whereby SLE activity could influence au- amount of head rotation precedes the expected time (gray bar) of premotor activity. The amount of head motion becomes
ditory responses to sonar vocalizations increasingly variable at less reliable points in time after call onset. Data are from three bats (4 sessions), aligned to sonar call onset
and echoes. E. fuscus vocalizations are in- (t ⫽ 0 ms). Vertical gray bar represents mean time of long lead events ⫾ 1 SD, as recorded in separate virtual target amplitude
tense, ⬃110 –120 dB sound pressure level discrimination experiments. C, No pre-vocal neural activity is observed in the inferior colliculus before sonar vocalizations. Gray dots
at 20 cm (Grinnell, 1963), which would represent the time of the last call, and black dots are event times. The PMTH shows low firing rates. Sonar pulse intervals range from
severely mask detection of echoes (Moss 20 to 410 ms, similar to the range observed during virtual target discrimination experiments. Sonar call bandwidth, start frequenand Schnitzler, 1995) if not for the follow- cies (black, filled circles), and end frequencies (black, open circles) are shown for all of the sonar calls produced in this trial. D, Raster
ing: (1) middle ear muscle contractions and PMTH of electromyogram events recorded from the muscles of mastication on the dorsal surface of the skull. Events around
sonar calls (n ⫽ 100 sonar calls) are aligned to call onset (lead time of t ⫽ 0 ms) and do not show deviations in rate before or after
accompany vocalizations and thereby re- call onset. The event rate remains low (50 ⫾ 5 events/s) around each sonar call onset.
duce hearing sensitivity to sonar cries
(Suga and Jen, 1975), and (2) attenuation
lateral movements. Perhaps we would have observed premotor
of auditory responses to sonar vocalizations, first observed in the
activity associated with head and/or pinna movements had the
lateral lemniscal nuclei (Suga and Schlegel, 1972). SLE activity
bats been engaged in tasks that required ballistic lateral orienting.
may play a role in gating middle ear muscle contractions and
It is also possible that our video sampling rate (250 frames/s) was
neural attenuation that preserve auditory sensitivity to echoes.
not high enough to capture a relationship between pinna moveAdditionally, SLE activity may shape the 3-D response profiles of
ments and premotor activity.
auditory neurons in the bat SC (Valentine and Moss, 1997) by
acting on local circuits that receive afferent input from the ascending lemniscal pathway (Huerta and Harting, 1984), the cenLatency of vocal premotor activity
tral acoustic tract (Casseday et al., 1989), and descending cortical
The event lead times we recorded in freely behaving animals are
inputs (Kobler et al., 1987).
shorter than the latencies reported for vocalizations elicited by SC
In contrast to the consistent occurrence and precise timing of
electrical stimulation in E. fuscus (63–170 ms; n ⫽ 21 sites) (Valneural activity before sonar vocalizations, high-speed video data
entine et al., 2002) and R. rouxi (22– 47 ms; n ⫽ 103 sites) (Schulshow no measurable relationship between the timing of head/
ler and Radtke-Schuller, 1990). The discrepancy may be attributpinna movements and SC neural activity. These findings do not
able, in part, to the fact that sonar vocal production is coupled
exclude the possibility that head or pinna premotor activity is
with respiration (Fattu and Suthers, 1981; Rübsamen and
present in the bat SC, and two factors may account for their
Schweizer, 1986; Schuller and Radtke-Schuller, 1990); therefore,
absence in our dataset. First, the experiments we conducted resonar vocalization requires the coordinated recruitment of both
quired the bat to direct its sonar along the range axis, minimizing
respiratory and vocal motor pathways (Jürgens, 2002). Assuming
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that microstimulation in the midbrain superior colliculus is an
ineffective technique to appropriately recruit the respiratory motor pathway, the result may be a larger and longer range of latencies between electrical stimulation and vocal onset. It is also noteworthy that both species of bat can produce sonar vocalizations
with short pulse intervals (⬍10 ms in E. fuscus; ⬍10 –50 ms in R.
rouxi), requiring neural circuits that must operate on a similar
timescale. The premotor activity we recorded in this study is
more consistent with the temporal pattern of natural sonar vocal
production, and the long latencies observed in SC electrical stimulation studies may not reflect the temporal dynamics of neural
activity when bats are freely vocalizing.
Superior colliculus connections for sonar vocal control
Past research has implicated several brain regions in sonar vocal
control. Experiments have primarily focused on loci in the ventral tegmentum and hindbrain in which microstimulation elicits
and affects properties of sonar vocalizations (Rübsamen and
Schweizer, 1986; Suga and Yajima, 1989; Metzner, 1996; Schuller
et al., 1997; Fenzl and Schuller, 2002; Smotherman et al., 2003).
Activity in these regions trigger sonar vocalizations and also influence the frequency and intensities of calls. In addition, microstimulation of the anterior cingulate cortex of the mustached bat
(Pteronotus parnelli) reveals a topographic representation of sonar call frequency (Gooler and O’Neill, 1987).
The SC may participate in a vocal motor control circuit involving forebrain, thalamic, and midbrain and brainstem nuclei.
For example, regions of the frontal cortex receiving projections
from auditory cortex and suprageniculate nucleus project heavily
onto the SC of P. parnellii (Kobler et al., 1987), potentially gating
SC activity. In addition, the SC receives putative GABAergic projections from two nuclei, zona incerta in the medial thalamus and
substantia nigra pars reticulata (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983;
Nicolelis et al., 1992). Both projections may gate premotor activity in the SC and thereby control the timing and selection of
orientation behaviors. The inhibitory projections from these regions may underlie the low background firing rates we observe in
the SC, and disinhibition may explain the large and comparatively brief pre-vocal discharges.
The SC projects heavily onto the para-lemniscal area (PLa), a
ventral tegmentum region that also receives substantial SC input
(Schuller et al., 1997). In bat species that use constant frequency–FM echolocation signals and exhibit Doppler shift compensation behavior (Metzner, 1989; Schuller et al., 1997; Pillat and
Schuller, 1998), the PLa plays a role in temporal and frequency
control of sonar vocalizations. Neurons in the PLa respond to
auditory stimuli and show modulation of their activity by the
presence or absence of spontaneous vocalizations, and electrical
stimulation of this brain region elicits sonar vocalizations
(Metzner, 1989, 1993; Fenzl and Schuller, 2002). This is not the
sole pathway for influencing sonar vocal production, because
bats still produce sonar calls when the PLa is lesioned (Pillat and
Schuller, 1998). In addition, the SC of E. fuscus shows anterograde projections to the parabrachial nucleus (S. Sinha, unpublished observations), which is implicated in the coordination of
vocal production and respiration (Smotherman et al., 2006). This
indirect tecto-tegmental pathway for influencing sonar vocalizations is similar to pathways implicated in mediating speciesspecific orienting behaviors in other animals (snakes, Gruberg et
al., 1979; cats, Grantyn and Grantyn, 1982; turtles, Sereno, 1985;
frogs, Masino and Grobstein, 1990; owl, Masino and Knudsen,
1992; primates, Scudder et al., 1996).
In summary, our study provides the first demonstration of SC
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premotor activity that accompanies the production of sonar vocalizations in echolocating bats. The vocal premotor activity
shows distinct changes in temporal dynamics related to sonar call
duration, which foraging bats adjust with target distance. Future
experiments that expand on these findings in awake and freely
behaving bats will serve to broaden our understanding of SC
computations for the selection and execution of orienting
behaviors.
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